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Beyond environmental monitoring: Are automatic time-lapse cameras efficient tools for 
temperature measurement in remote regions? 
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matisés sont un outil efficace pour la mesure de température en régions éloignées ?
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ABSTRACT

Automatic time-lapse cameras are frequently used to monitor snow height as well as snow and ice related processes 
occurring on slopes in cold regions because of the many advantages they bring to researchers. In addition to providing 
important visual information’s about the dynamic of the studied area, most of these types of cameras are now equipped 
with thermal sensors able to register temperature data for every picture taken. The instrumentation set up within Tasiapik 
Valley, near Umiujaq, in Nunavik (northern Québec), enabled us to assess the potential of automatic time-lapse cameras 
for temperature measurement by comparing data retrieved on photographs from time-lapse cameras with data from 
two nearby weather stations. Our results indicate that the temperature measurements from the time-lapse cameras from 
August to the onset of February are relatively accurate while their weaker performances for temperature measurement 
occurred in late winter and spring (March - June). Moreover, regardless of the year, time-lapse cameras were most accurate 
in the morning (09:00 AM – 11:00 AM), while in the afternoon (12:00 PM – 3:00 PM), they tended to over-estimate 
temperatures. Based on our observations and data analyses, this over-estimation of temperatures seems to be caused by 
external factors such as sky conditions and high values of downwelling shortwave radiation lasting from February to June 
at our study site. The local environment surrounding the cameras might also affect the performances of time-lapse cameras 
at temperature measurement.

Keywords: temperature data, time-lapse cameras, weather station, data reliability.

RÉSUMÉ 

Les appareils photographiques automatisés sont fréquemment utilisés pour surveiller la hauteur de neige ainsi que les processus 
liés à la neige et à la glace qui se produisent sur les pentes de régions froides en raison des nombreux avantages qu’ils apportent 
aux chercheurs. En plus de prodiguer d’importantes informations visuelles sur la dynamique du site à l’étude, la plupart des 
modèles d’appareil photographique automatisé est désormais doté de capteurs thermiques permettant l’enregistrement d’une 
valeur de température pour chaque photographie capturée. L’instrumentation de la Vallée Tasiapik, en marge du village 
d’Umiujaq, au Nunavik (Nord-du-Québec), nous as permis d’évaluer le potentiel des appareils photographiques automatisés 
pour la mesure de température en comparant les valeurs de températures enregistrées par les appareils photographiques à celles 
enregistrées par deux stations météorologiques situées à proximité. Les résultats indiquent que les mesures de température 
réalisées par les appareils photographiques entre les mois d’aout jusqu’au début de mois de février sont relativement précises 
tandis que les performances les plus faibles ont eu lieu à la fin de l’hiver et au printemps (mars - juin). De plus, quelle que soit 
l’année, les appareils photographiques automatisés étaient plus précis en début de journée (09h00 – 11h00), tandis qu’en après-
midi (12h00 – 15h00), ils avaient tendance à surestimer beaucoup les températures. D’après nos observations et l’analyse des 
données, cette surestimation des températures semble être causée par des facteurs externes tels que les conditions du ciel et les 
valeurs élevées du rayonnement solaire présente de février à juin sur notre site d’étude. L’environnement local à proximité des 
caméras pourrait également affecter les performances des appareils photographiques en matière de mesure de température.

Mots-clés : données de température, appareils photographiques automatisés, station météorologique, fiabilité des données.

1. Introduction

Automatic time-lapse cameras were frequently used in recent 
years to monitor snow and/or ice related slope processes in cold 
regions. They were used notably by Gauthier et al. (2012) in the 
Chics-Chocs (Eastern Canada); Peitzsch et al. (2012), and Munroe 
(2018) in the Western United States; Eckerstorfer et al. (2013a,b) 

in Svalbard; van Herwijinen et al. (2013), van Herwijinen and 
Fierz (2014), and Dreier et al. (2016) in the Swiss Alps, Laute and 
Beylich (2014, 2018) in mainland Norway; Abermann et al. (2019) in 
Greenland; Dufour-Beauséjour et al. (2020), Veilleux et al., (2021), 
and Grenier et al. (2023) in Nunavik. This remote sensing method 
has gained popularity in the last decade mostly because of the many 
advantages it brings to researchers, such as covering difficultly 



accessible terrain, the possibility to acquire complete data records 
for a location over a given time frame, and thus, without altering 
the physical properties of the studied objects, for example the snow 
cover, in addition to providing a safe observer position (Eckerstorfer 
et al., 2016).  

However, apart from providing visual qualitative information 
concerning the studied processes and the weather conditions within 
the observable area (e.g., cloudy, sunny, windy conditions), most of 
these types of cameras are now equipped with thermal sensors able 
to provide temperature data for every picture taken. Users of such 
cameras frequently protect them in weather/animal-proof metallic 
cases to ensure their data is safe from any possible hazard. This 
practice has for effect that the cameras sensors might be affected by 
external factors such as incident solar radiation which is dependant 
on the cloud coverage present at the time of each temperature 
measurement. Therefore, researchers usually rely on data from the 
closest available weather station, which can sometimes be located 
as far as a hundred kilometers away from the site of interest, to get 
weather data. This method might be problematic when monitoring 
remote regions since (i) weather conditions might be completely 
different from the study area and (ii) the setting of a weather station 
near study area can be very onerous (Pigeon and Jiskoot, 2008). 
Thus, the assessment of the reliability of temperature data recorded 
by automatic time-lapse cameras is highly relevant in the context of 
polar and subpolar research. 

To our knowledge, no published study has ever assessed the 
potential reliability of temperature data recorded by time-lapse 
cameras by comparing them with air temperature data from a 
nearby weather station. Dufour-Beausejour et al. (2020) attempted 
it first in Deception Bay (Nunavik) by comparing air temperature 
data recorded via time-lapse cameras with temperature data 
registered at an airfield located about 50 km away from their study 
site. However, differences of altitude between the instruments, the 
exposition, and the vegetation surroundings close to the time-lapse 
camera were not further investigated during the comparisons and 
data interpretation. Furthermore, parameters that might impact the 
reliability of temperature data collected by time-lapse cameras such 
as cloud coverage and downwelling shortwave radiation, were not 
assessed.  

In this study, our aim is to (i) identify the main differences in 
performances between time-lapse cameras and weather stations 
as temperature measurement tools for studies in remote regions, 
(ii) to document the parameters that are affecting the reliability of 
temperature data measured by automatic time-lapse cameras. We 
should note that the cameras used in this study were first set up 
to document snow-avalanche releases in an ancient glacial valley 
located in northern Québec so they were in use mainly during winter 
and spring (Veilleux et al., 2019; Veilleux et al., 2021; Loiseau, 2021; 
Grenier et al., 2023). Here we took the additional opportunity to test 
the potential of time-lapse cameras for temperature measurement 
and to identify the deviations observed at multiple time scales.

2. Study area

Tasiapik Valley (56°33’N, 76°28’W) is a 4.5 km long and 1.5 km 
wide valley that is located    km east of Umiujaq village on the 
eastern coast of Hudson Bay, Nunavik, Québec (fig. 1A). The valley 

has a northwest-southeast orientation, and the height of its slopes 
increases from upstream (around 50  m) to downstream (around 
300  m). The relief is characterized as a cuesta, which consists of 
an anti-conform dip of the front forming the valley slope looking 
south-eastward, and an asymmetrical shape with a very steep front 
(near vertical) facing northeast and a gently inclined plateau (about 
5° to 10°). There are no wind obstacles such as trees at the summit 
and on the windward slope (Dionne, 1976; Michaud and Dionne, 
1987; Veilleux, 2019).

The Umiujaq region is located within the discontinuous permafrost 
zone (Allard and Séguin, 1985; Allard et al., 2007). The valley itself is 
regulated by a microclimate corresponding with the freeze and thaw 
cycles of Tasiujaq Lake, which warms the air above in the absence 
of ice (Busseau et al., 2017). The annual mean air temperature 
remains below 0°C (mainly between –4°C and –6°C). The region 
receives a yearly average of 645 mm of precipitation, of which about 
40% is to snowfall (Ménard et al., 1998; Charron, 2015). The valley 
floor is discontinuously covered by low shrubs, ericaceous plants, 
and lichens in the upstream part. Further downstream, closer to 
Tasiujaq Lake, the vegetation cover changes to a denser forest that 
includes taller trees. 

3. Material and methods

3.1. Automatic time-lapse cameras

Four automatic time-lapse cameras (Reconyx PC800 Hyperfire 
time-lapse cameras) have been strategically placed along Tasiapik 
Valley’s southwestern slope during the summers of 2017 to 2019 
to monitor gravity and geomorphic slope process, mainly snow 
avalanches (Veilleux et al., 2019; Veilleux et al., 2021; Loiseau, 2021; 
Grenier et al., 2023). One camera is located at the top of the cuesta, 
near its ridgeline and is essentially used to document the dynamic of 
a snow cornice during winter as well as possible movements of large 
chunks of the rock cornice since deep fractures and cracks detached 
these blocks from the rockface (TAS 1) (fig. 1B-C). The three other 
cameras are located at the base of the northeast facing slope, near 
the talus foot, to document snow-avalanche deposits and possible 
rockfall events (TAS 2, TAS 3, and TAS 4). The cameras have been 
set to take pictures hourly from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM during the first 
year of the investigation. During the second year, the TAS 3 camera 
was moved to monitor a more downstream snow-avalanche track. 
The settings of all four cameras were also changed so they would 
now take pictures from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM inclusively since we 
noticed that most of the pictures taken at 5:00 PM were unusable 
due to early sunsets at Umiujaq latitude (Veilleux et al., 2019). Every 
camera used in this study is placed in a protective metallic cases. 
In total, about 25,000 photographs were taken between August 
2017 and June 2020. Each photograph was individually inspected 
to detect the presence of snow-avalanche activity. While inspecting 
the photographs, we noted for each one the date, the time of day, 
the temperature recorded by the camera (Tcam), in addition to 
documenting the visible cloud coverage. The cloud coverage was 
divided in three distinct classes: clear, partly covered, and covered. 
This data was then used to investigate the relationship between cloud 
coverage and the precision of cameras at temperature measurement.



Fig. 1 - Location maps.
A: Location of Tasiapik Valley within the Umiujaq Village area; B: Frame view of each automatic time-lapse camera used in the study; C: Location of automatic time-lapse cameras 
along Tasiapik Valley SW slope. Data source: Ministère de l’Énergie et des Ressources naturelles (2019), and Ministère des Ressources Naturelles et de la Faune (2019).

Fig. 1 - Cartes de localisation.
A: Localisation de la Vallée Tasiapik dans la région du village d’Umiujaq ; B  : Champ de vision de chacun des appareils photographiques utilisés; C : Localisation des appareils 
photographiques automatisés le long du versant sud-ouest de la Vallée Tasiapik. Source  : Ministère de l’Énergie et des Ressources Naturelles (2019), et Ministère des Ressources 
Naturelles et de la Faune (2019).



3.2. Weather stations

For this study, air temperature data from two automatic weather 
stations were used. The UMIROCA weather station is located near 
Umiujaq airfield (approximately 3 km west of the valley), while the 
VDTSILA is located closer to the cameras, in the upstream part of 
the valley floor (less than 2  km). The UMIROCA weather station 
is documenting meteorological conditions in the area since 1997, 
while the VDTSILA weather station is part of “Centre d’Etudes 
Nordiques” (CEN) climate monitoring SILA network since 2012. 
The VDTSILA weather station is equipped to measure snow height, 
liquid precipitations, wind speed and wind orientation at the hourly 
scale. It is also equipped with a ventilated-heated CNR4 radiometer 
which provides downwelling shortwave radiation data (CEN, 2020). 
Data from both weather stations are available for download via 
Nordicana D platform (CEN, 2020). Table 1 details the specification 
of the temperature probe, time-lapse cameras and CNR4 that are 
used in this study.

Tab. 1 - Specification of the temperature probe, time-lapse cameras and 
CNR4 radiometer used in this study.
Tab. 1 - Spécification de la sonde de température, des appareils 
photographiques à déclenchement automatique et du radiomètre CNR4 
utilisés dans cette étude.

3.3. Correcting and comparing temperature data 

To compare the temperature data registered by the cameras 
with temperature data registered by the weather stations, we first 
needed to apply a correction factor to temperature data recorded 
by the weather stations for them to better represent the actual 
temperatures at each camera’s altitudes. We decided to pair the 
UMIROCA weather station with the TAS 1 camera since they are 
both located on the windward slope, just outside the valley limits 

while the TAS 2, TAS 3 and TAS 4 cameras were paired with the 
VDTSILA weather station because of their position on the valley 
floor. Table 2 shows the pairing of weather stations with time-lapse 
cameras and the respective altitude at which the instruments are 
located.

To correct the temperature data in alignment with the altitude 
of each camera, we used the International Standard Atmosphere 
model (ISA), which states that air cools down one degree every 
154  m (–1°C/154  m) (IOS, 1975). To find the altitude-related 
temperature deviation between a weather station and a camera, we 
first subtracted the altitude of the weather station from the altitude 
of the camera (∆ Altitude). Then, we divided ∆Altitude by 154 m to 
get the temperature deviation between the two locations (Talt) using 
the following equation:

where Talt is the altitude-related temperature deviation between 
the weather station and the camera; Aws is the altitude of the weather 
station, and Acam is the altitude of the camera; (i) if Talt is positive, 
it is necessary to add degrees from the temperature originally 
recorded by the weather stations; (ii) If Talt is negative, it is necessary 
to subtract degrees from the temperature originally recorded by the 
weather stations. 

We then compared the temperature values by subtracting the 
temperature values recorded on the cameras from those registered 
by the weather stations post-correction:

where Twsc is the temperature value from the weather station 
post-correction and Tcam is the temperature value recorded by the 
automatic time-lapse camera. We then interpreted the deviation 
results as follows: (i) when deviation value was negative, the camera 
over-estimated the temperature, which was corrected from the 
weather station: (Tcam > Twsc); (ii) when deviation value was positive, 
the camera underestimated the temperature, which was corrected 
from the weather station: (Tcam  <  Twsc); (iii) when deviation value 
was 0, the camera correctly measured temperature: (Tcam = Twsc).

4. Results

4.1. Temperature data comparisons

According to the established weather station/camera pairings (tab. 3), 
we calculated the Talt values, which were then used to correct the 
temperature recorded by weather stations. This correction enabled 
the weather stations to better represent the prevailing temperature at 
each camera’s altitude. Table 4 shows the calculated Talt values for each 
weather station/camera pair. These calculated Talt values were then 
used as correction factors for altitude-related deviations between the 
instruments forming a pair.

Once the correction factors (Talt) were applied to the temperatures 
originally recorded by the weather stations, we could start the 
comparisons between temperature data registered by time-lapse 



± 2°C range from Twsc. During this period, the TAS 3 camera showed 
the best results for the second year running, being considered accurate 
according to our threshold 73% of the time. It was followed by TAS 2 
at 61% and TAS 1 at 59%. Again, all three cameras showed a tendency 
towards more accurate temperatures from October to February, while in 
March the number of photographs that showed temperature differences 
greater than ± 2°C from Twsc again increased significantly. The month 
of December 2018 is when the most accurate camera-recorded 
temperature values within the ±  2°C range of Twsc were observed. 
That month, Tcam was accurate 89% of the time (659 photographs out 
of 744), while the month of April was again the month in which the 
cameras were less accurate at temperature measurement with 29% (212 
photographs out of a total of 720) that showed temperature values that 
were within ± 2°C of Twsc. 

During the 2019-2020 study period a fourth Reconyx Hyperfire P800 
camera was set up along Tasiapik Valley’s southwestern slope during a 
fieldwork campaign early October 2019. Between September 1st, 2019, 
and June 30th, 2020, the four cameras took 9,441 photographs. The new 
TAS 4 camera captured 2,145 of them, while the three other cameras 
took 2,432 photographs each. Once again, the TAS 3 camera recorded 
the most photographs with 71% of its recording within ± 2°C of Twsc 
(1,727 pictures out of 2,432). It was followed by TAS 1 (62%), TAS 2 
(59%), and TAS 4 (51%). In total, 5,762 photographs out of 9,441 (61%) 
showed a temperature value within ± 2°C of Twsc. Data from this year 
supported the observation of the two previous periods that October 
was the month when the cameras were most accurate since 89% (842 
out of 945 pictures) showed temperature values within ±  2°C from 
Twsc. In April 2020, the temperature recorded on the photographs 
were frequently outside the ± 2°C from Twsc. In fact, only 234 out 960 
photographs taken by the four cameras (24%) were within ± 2°C of Twsc. 
These results show that there is a tendency for the cameras to record 
more accurately the temperature in late autumn and in winter more 
than in spring.

4.2. Accuracy of time-lapse cameras at temperature 
measurement

To better examine the precision of time-lapse cameras for temperature 
measurement, three periods were established (2017-2018, 2018-2019, 
and 2019-2020) to facilitate year-to-year comparisons and visualisation 
of tendencies. As Tcam were not available year-round, we focused on 
common time scales. Effectively, the batteries in the cameras did not 
last a full year, so some data were missing from around mid-June to 
August, which is the time our team got back in the field to change the 
batteries and retrieve the photographs from the previous monitoring 
period. Table 4 details the exact dates over which the comparisons were 
held.

Tab. 2: - Pairing of weather stations and automatic time-lapse cameras 
for temperature measure comparison. The altitude of each instrument is 
also given.
Tab. 2 - Couplage des stations météorologiques et des appareils 
photographiques pour les comparaisons. L’altitude pour chaque 
instrument est aussi donnée.

Tab. 3 - Calculated altitude-related air temperature deviations between weather stations and automatic time-lapse cameras installed within Tasiapik 
Valley.
Tab. 3 - Variations calculées des différences de températures liées à la différence d’altitude entre les stations météorologiques et les appareils photographiques 
automatisés dans la Vallée Tasiapik. 

cameras and their corresponding weather station. In the context of 
these comparisons, we first had to select a range around Twsc where 
Tcam values should be considered acceptable. So, we arbitrarily chose 
to consider a ± 2°C deviation as acceptable in the context of this first 
exploratory work on the subject as it enables to make a distinction 
between strictly positive and strictly negative temperature values 
around freezing point. Furthermore, in the context of snow-avalanche 
studies such as we are leading, a deviation between, for instance, –22°C 
and –24°C is quite negligeable during the core of the winter. As a first 
step, this threshold enabled us to roughly assess the potential of time-
lapse cameras at temperature measurement. As shown on Figure 2, 
the temperature value recorded on every picture taken throughout the 
study was compared with temperature data from the closest weather 
station at the same time of the day. Then, we computed the monthly 
frequency at which Tcam was within a range of ± 2°C from Twsc.

During the 2017-2018 study period, the three functioning time-lapse 
cameras took a total of 8,293 photographs from August 8th, 2017 to 
June 12th, 2018. The TAS 1 camera captured 2,773, while TAS 2 and 
the TAS 3 cameras each captured 2,760 photographs. Of the 8,293 total 
photographs, 5,012 (60%) showed a temperature deviation within ± 2°C 
of Twsc. The TAS 3 camera was the most accurate, showing 70% of the 
time deviations within a ± 2°C range of Twsc. It was followed by TAS 1 
(55.7%) and TAS 2 (55.3%). We observed that from October to January, 
most of Tcam were very close to Twsc. For instance, in October 2017, the 
temperatures retrieved from the photographs were 93% of the time 
within the ± 2°C range. However, we also observed that the number 
of pictures presenting a temperature deviation greater than ± 2°C 
drastically increased from February and onward and more specifically 
during the period from March through June. Overall, April is the 
month when Tcam showed the most pictures with temperature values 
outside of the ± 2°C range of Twsc. Only 18% of the April photographs 
showed temperature values within the ± 2°C range of Twsc. 

During the 2018-2019 study period, the three cameras took a total 
7,299 photographs between August 18th, 2018, and June 19th, 2019 
(TAS 1 with 2,376 photographs; TAS 2 with 2,467; TAS 3 with 2,456). 
The temperatures recorded on 4,705 of them (64%) were now within a 



4.2.1. The 2017-2018 period

In 2017-2018, all three cameras globally over-estimated Twsc as 
shown by the mostly negative mean deviations values presented in 
Figure 3. From August 8th, 2017, to June 12th, 2018, the TAS 3 camera 
is the one that performed best at measuring temperature with a 
yearly mean deviation closest to 0°C at –1.1°C. It was followed 
respectively by TAS 1 (–2.5°C), and TAS 2 (–2.7°C). Moreover, all 
three cameras monthly mean deviation curves seem to present a 
sinusoidal-like shape with mostly negative mean deviations that 
begins to accentuate in February and March. This accentuation of 
negative mean deviations is interpreted as the signal that cameras 
over-estimated even more temperatures during from February and 
onward. This accentuation of over-estimation signals that cameras 
might not be reliable for quality temperature data from March to 
June at our study site.

4.2.2. Monthly scale

Tcam were more accurate at measuring temperature in autumn/
early winter (e.g., September to January), as the monthly mean 
deviations remained mostly below ±  2°C with Twsc (Figure 4A). 
The TAS 1 camera performed the best in October with a monthly 
mean deviation of –0.1°C, while the TAS 2 camera performed best 
in January, with a monthly mean deviation of –0.3°C. The negative 
mean deviation values indicate that both TAS 1 and TAS 2 generally 

over-estimated temperatures from Twsc in October. For the TAS 3 
camera, the most accurate month was September (+0.1°C in average). 
This positive mean deviation value signals that the TAS 3 camera 
mostly under-estimated temperature in September, which contrasts 
with the two other cameras. Positive monthly mean deviation values 
were also observed for TAS 3 in October, November, December, and 
January. Between September and February, monthly mean standard 
deviation values were also quite narrow and remained mainly 
within ± 2.0°C of Twsc for all three cameras (fig. 4B). 

In March, all three cameras started to record less accurate 
temperature readings, as indicated by the shift of the calculated 
monthly mean deviations away from 0°C towards the negative side, 
which signalled greater over-estimations of Twsc by the cameras. 
The months during which the average deviations were the greatest 
were March for TAS 1 (–5.4°C), April for TAS 2 (–6.7°C) and May 
for TAS 3 (–4.3°C). It was also from March to May that the highest 
standard deviation values were observed, reaching a maximum of 
± 4.4°C in March for TAS 1. These negative monthly mean deviations 
combined with large standard deviations signals that the cameras 
significantly over estimated temperature from March and onwards.

4.2.3. Hourly scale

The cameras generally performed better earlier in the day (09:00 
– 11:00 AM) than during the afternoon (12:00-4:00 PM) (fig. 4C). 
Both the TAS 1 and TAS 2 cameras showed respective hourly mean 

Fig. 2 - Number of pictures taken by time-
lapse cameras that showed temperature 
within ± 2°C of temperature registered by the 
weather stations.
Fig. 2 - Nombre de photographies prises par 
les appareils photographiques automatisés 
qui montraient une différence de température 
de ± 2°C de celles enregistrées par la station 
météorologique correspondante.

Tab. 4 - Details of the dates of start and end of the comparison periods for every camera.
Tab. 4 - Détails des dates de début et de fin des périodes de comparaisons pour chacun des appareils photographiques.



deviations of –1.3°C and –0.9°C at 9:00 AM. The TAS 3 camera 
however generally under-estimated Twsc at 9:00 AM, as shown 
by a positive mean deviation value (+0.5°C). The TAS 3 camera 
performed better at 10:00 AM, showing a mean deviation closer to 
0°C (–0.4°C). The mean deviation calculated for TAS 3 at 10:00 AM 
was the lowest that was observed at the hourly scale in 2017-2018, 
regardless of the camera. 

The hours at which the cameras were least accurate were 2:00 PM 
for TAS 1 (–3.2°C in average) and 3:00 PM for TAS 2 and TAS 3 
cameras (respective average deviations of –3.7°C and –2.0°C with 
the VDTSILA weather station). These were also the times when the 
mean standard deviation values were the greatest (± 2.8 for TAS 1 
at 2:00 PM, ± 2.6 for TAS 2 at 3:00 PM, and ± 2.2 for TAS 3 at 3:00 
PM) (fig. 4D). 

Fig. 3 - Monthly mean deviation for the period 
2017-2018, by hour, calculated between the 
corrected temperature from weather stations 
and the automatic time-lapse cameras.
A negative mean deviation value indicates that the 
automatic time-lapse camera overestimated the air 
temperature value corrected from the weather station.

Fig. 3 - Moyennes mensuelles des écarts de 
températures pour la période 2017-2018, 
par heure, entre les températures corrigées 
des stations météorologiques et les appareils 
photographiques automatisés. 
Une valeur négative de l’écart exprime une 
surestimation des températures faites par l’appareil 
photographique automatisé.

Fig. 4 - Monthly and hourly mean deviation and 
mean standard deviations of air temperature 
registered by automatic time-lapse cameras 
in comparison with air temperature values 
corrected from the weather stations in 2017-
2018.
A: Monthly mean deviations; B: Monthly mean 
standard deviations; C: Hourly mean deviations; D: 
Hourly mean standard deviations.

Fig. 4 - Écarts mensuels moyens, horaires 
moyens, et écarts-types relevés entre les 
valeurs de températures enregistrées par les 
appareils photographiques automatisés et les 
valeurs de températures corrigées des stations 
météorologiques en 2017-2018. 
A : Écarts mensuels moyens ; B : Écarts types mensuels ; 
C : Écarts horaires moyens ; D :  Écart type horaire.

4.3. Synthesis: inter-annual variability and tendencies

To determine whether the mean deviations calculated during the 
first year were coincidental or not, we repeated the comparisons 
with temperature data noted on the photographs and data registered 

by the weather stations in 2018-2019 and in 2019-2020. The results 
for the periods 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 are further detailed in the 
supplementary material section of this article. We should reiterate 
that over summer 2018, the TAS 3 camera was moved further 
downstream to monitor another avalanche path located within 



Tasiapik Valley area.
From year to year, tendencies were observed in the level of precision 

of time-lapse cameras at temperature measurement and in the times 
at which the cameras performed best and worse (tab. 5). It highlights 
that such comparisons are relevant for environmental studies lead in 
remote regions. With better knowledge of the parameters affecting 
the temperature measurements produced by automatic time-lapse 
cameras, a correction model for temperature recorded by such 
cameras could eventually be proposed. Such a correction model 
could then serve as a cost-effective alternative for the installation 
of costly climate monitoring systems for some types of research but 
also could prevent researchers from using temperature data from 
weather station that are located very far from the study area.

For instance, the months when the best performances from Tcam 

remained quite early in the study periods (October in 2017-2018; 
December in 2018-2019; and October again in 2019-2020) whereas 
the months when the poorest performances were observed late in 
the periods (March in 2017-2018; April in 2018-2019; and April 
again in 2019-2020). Regardless of the year, the hour at which TAS 1 
was most accurate was always 09:00 AM while the hour at which its 
performances were the poorest changed from 02:00 PM during the 
first year to 01:00 PM for the two subsequent years. 

The performances observed for the TAS 2 camera showed quite 
similar patterns than those of TAS 1. The greatest deviations 
were observed in April, late in the day (2:00 or 3:00 PM) whereas 
the better performances were observed at 9:00 in December and 
January. The performances of the TAS 3 camera at temperature 
measurement were better in September around 10:00 and 11:00 PM. 

Tab. 5 - Synthesis of the results and variability in the performances of time-lapse cameras at air temperature measurement.
Tab. 5 - Synthèse des résultats et variabilité des performances des appareils photographiques automatisés observée pour la mesure de températures.

Its poorer performances were observed in April and May around 
2:00 and 3:00 PM. Because it was installed in October 2019, we 
could not observe any tendencies nor any interannual variability 
between the temperature values registered by the TAS 4 camera and 
by the VDTSILA weather station. However, it showed similar results 
than the other cameras for the year it was in function. The best 
performances of TAS 4 at temperature measurement were observed 
early in the day and the month when it performed best globally was 
October. 

5. Discussion

The results of this study indicate that time-lapse cameras tended 
to mostly over-estimate temperature from the weather stations 
from March to June, most often during the afternoon (12:00-3:00 
PM), thus regardless of their location within Tasiapik Valley area. 
According to our field observations and data interpretations, some 
parameters may affect the reliability of Tcam. These parameters 
include the cloud coverage, the downwelling shortwave radiation, 
the environmental surroundings of each camera, and the exposure 
of the cameras.

5.1. Impacts of cloud coverage on the precision of time-
lapse cameras

Since portions of the sky were visible on the frame views, we 
could classify the observed cloud coverage for each photograph. 
We used three categories: (i) clear, (ii) partly covered, and (iii) 
covered to describe the relative observed cloud coverage from each 
photograph’s frame view. This data was then used to determine 
if the observed cloud coverage had any noticeable impact on the 

accuracy of temperature measurement by cameras. 
During the 2017-2018 study period, we observed that the three 

cameras tended to over-estimate Twsc to a greater degree when 
the sky was observed as cloud free. Figure 5A shows that all three 
cameras overestimated to a higher degree temperatures under clear 
sky conditions than under partly covered or covered sky conditions. 
The TAS 2 camera was the one that seemed most affected by cloud 
conditions with an average deviation of –4.9°C with Twsc under 
cloudless sky conditions.  

The same trend was observed during the 2018-2019 study period. 
The over-estimation of temperatures by the cameras was greater 
under clear sky conditions than under partly covered, or completely 
covered sky conditions (fig. 5B). However, the TAS 1 camera was the 
one that seemed the most affected by the cloud coverage during this 
period in contrast with TAS 2 during the prior study period. The 
average deviation between Tcam from TAS 1 and Twsc from UMIROCA 
weather station rose to –4.4°C under clear sky conditions, while the 
average difference was –1.2°C under covered sky conditions. 

In 2019-2020, the TAS 1 camera was again the camera that was 
most affected by cloud conditions since it over-estimated Twsc by 
4.8°C in average under clear sky conditions in comparison with 
an overestimation of 1°C in average under completely covered sky 
conditions. 

We consider that the differences observed in the performances 
of Tcam at providing accurate Twsc depending on the relative cloud 
coverage observed from the frame views could be dependant of the 
types of cloud passing over Tasiapik Valley. Each type of cloud has 
different effects on incoming solar radiation to Earth. For instance, 
it was showed in other studies that high thin clouds like cirrus 
formed in the upper tropospheric regions are more transparent to 
incoming solar irradiation, but are contributing to the greenhouse 



effect and to heating of the Earth by reflecting heat towards the 
Earth (Platt et al., 1987; Prabhkara et al., 1993; Inoue and Ackerman, 
2002). On the other hand, lower and thicker clouds such as cumulus 
tend to have a cooling effect on Earth by reflecting incoming solar 
radiation back to space before it reaches Earth (NASA, 1999). A 
precise characterisation of the clouds present above the Tasiapik 
Valley study site at the time of each photograph would be an 
interesting avenue to pursue the research efforts towards a better 
understanding of the variability in the performances of time-lapse 
cameras at temperature measurements. 

The partial vision of the sky over Tasiapik Valley from the cameras 
frame view could however be problematic for cloud identification 
and could result in cloud identification errors. Thus combining the 
multiple frames we have of the sky over Tasiapik Valley for every 
time stamp could then provide a better picture and limit the errors 
concerning the cloud situation over the study to better understand 
how each type of cloud affects Tcam. 

Furthermore, results from three two-way ANOVA analyses, 

showed that the effects of the cloud coverage, the camera that was 
used, as well as the interaction between the cloud coverage and 
the camera that was used, are statistically significant (tab. 6). The 
significant p-value for the interaction between the cloud coverage 
and the camera indicates that the temperature difference between 
the camera and the weather station depends on the cloud cover and 
on the camera used itself. Since the cameras are all from the same 
manufacturer and of the same model (thus should perform the same) 
it appears that the location of the camera (and more specifically 
the environmental conditions at each location) might influence its 
accuracy at temperature measurement. These environmental factors 
are going to be discussed in a separate section.

The significant p-values shown in Table 7 indicate that some of 
the groups of means are different from others. Then, to determine 
which group of means are significantly different from which, a post-
hoc multiple pairwise comparison was performed using Tukey’s 
Honestly-Significant-Difference test (Tukey, 1949; Montgomery, 
2013; Ravichandran and Padmanaban, 2022). 

Fig. 5 - Mean deviation (°C) of air temperature 
computed between the automatic time-lapse 
cameras and the weather stations according 
to the cloud coverage.
A: 2017-2018 period; B: 2018-2019 period; C: 2019-
2020 period.
Fig. 5  - Écarts de températures moyens (°C) 
relevés entre les appareils photographiques 
automatisés et les stations météorologiques 
en fonction de la couverture nuageuse 
observée. 
A : 2017-2018; B : 2018-2019 ; C : 2019-2020.

Figure 6A shows the results of the multiple pairwise comparisons 
for the 2017-2018 study period. For the TAS 1 camera, there was 
a statistically significant difference between the mean deviation 
under clear sky conditions in comparison with the mean deviation 
under partly covered sky conditions and under completely covered 
sky conditions. However, there were no significant difference 
between the deviations observed under a partly covered sky and a 
completely covered sky. For the TAS 2 camera, it is shown that the 
mean of the deviations for all sky conditions significantly differed 
from each other. For TAS 3, the mean deviation under clear sky 
condition was again significantly different from the mean deviation 
under partly covered and covered sky conditions as observed for 

TAS  1. It is noteworthy that the mean deviation under partly 
covered sky conditions and under covered sky conditions from 
TAS 1 did not significantly differ from the mean deviation under 
clear sky conditions for TAS 3. This result further highlights the 
importance of the variation in temperature measurement induced 
by the camera itself and the probable impacts of its surrounding 
environment.

Figure 6B shows that for TAS 1, during the 2018-2019 study 
period, all three classes of cloud coverage had significantly 
different means from each other, the over-estimation being 
greater under clear sky conditions and less under completely 
covered sky conditions. For TAS 2, the mean deviation under 



clear sky condition was significantly lower than under partly 
covered and under completely covered sky conditions, signalling 
again a greater over-estimation under clear sky conditions by this 
camera. For TAS 3, there was no significant difference between the 
performances under clear sky conditions and under partly covered 
sky conditions. Nonetheless, the mean deviations of the two 
classes significantly differed from the mean deviation observed 
under completely covered sky conditions. Furthermore, we can 
again see that the mean deviation under clear sky conditions for 
TAS 3 did not differ significantly from the mean deviation under 
a covered sky for TAS 1, and TAS 2, which supports the previous 
findings that the TAS 3 camera seems to function differently than 
the two other cameras located in Tasiapik Valley. 

Finally, for the 2019-2020 period, Figure 6C shows that for TAS 1, 
TAS 2, and TAS 3, the mean deviations between the three classes 
of cloud coverage were all significantly different from each other. 
The effect of the camera is again visible since the means differ from 
camera to camera under clear sky conditions. 

5.2. Impacts of downwelling short wave radiation on 
the accuracy of time-lapse cameras at temperature 
measurement

Since the over-estimation of temperatures by automatic time-
lapse cameras in Tasiapik Valley was observed to be greater under 
clear sky conditions, we decided to test the relationship between 
daily mean temperature deviations recorded between Tcam and 
Twsc and daily mean downwelling short wave radiation values (see 
Figure 7A-B (plus Figure 14-15 in supplementary material). 

Figure 7A shows that for the 2017-2018 period, temperature 
values recorded by automatic time-lapse cameras were indeed 
affected by solar irradiation. Specifically, in August and 
September, when mean downwelling short wave radiation values 
were respectively 367  W.m-2 and 221  W.m-2, time-lapse cameras 
over-estimated temperature as shown by the negative daily mean 
deviations values. Over winter, downwelling short wave radiation 
values dropped lower than 100 W.m-2 in average which coincides 

with the mean deviations getting closer to 0°C. This shows that 
in winter, time-lapse cameras were quite accurate at temperature 
measurement. In fact, they rarely indicated temperature values 
±  2°C  from Twsc. Furthermore, during winter season, we also 
observe that the daily mean deviations between temperatures 
values from TAS 3 camera and VDTSILA weather station is often 
slightly above 0°C, while the daily mean deviations between TAS 2 
camera and the VDTSILA weather station is more often below 0°C. 
It can be interpreted as the signal that the TAS 3 camera tended 
to under-estimate temperature from VDTSILA whereas TAS 2 
overestimated mostly temperatures from VDTSILA. 

Starting late February, daily mean downwelling short wave 
radiation values began to rise back progressively.  From then 
on, cameras all started to over-estimate temperature and their 
precision at temperature measurement worsened through spring 
and summer which transcribed by greater negative daily mean 
deviation values observed (fig. 7A). 

Coefficients of correlation between daily mean deviations and 
solar irradiance showed strong negative correlations (respective R 
values of –0.58 for TAS 1; –0.79 for TAS 2; and –0.82 for TAS 3) 
meaning that as daily mean downwelling short wave radiation 
values increased, the cameras over-estimation of temperature 
increased (greater negative mean deviation values). According to 
Cohen’s classification of coefficients of determination (1988), the 
TAS 1 camera showed a mid-sized effect correlation (R2 = 0.34), 
while both TAS 2 and TAS 3 showed strong effects with daily mean 
downwelling short wave radiation (R2 = 0.63 for TAS 2; R2 = 0.69 
for TAS 3) (fig.  7B) suggesting that the deviations observed 
between temperatures recorded by TAS 2 and TAS 3 cameras and 
temperatures recorded by VDTSILA weather station can be partly 
explained by solar irradiance. 

When repeating the analysis for the periods 2018-2019 and 2019-
2020, very similar results were found. The figures and complete 
results are detailed in the supplementary material section of the 
present study. We should note that every time there was a peak 
in downwelling radiation shortwave values, the overestimation of 
temperature by cameras also peaked.

Tab. 6 - Two-way ANOVA test, by period for temperature deviations between time-lapse cameras and weather stations by cloud cover, camera, and the 
interaction between the two.
The symbol « *** » indicates statistical significance.

Tab. 6  - Test ANOVA à deux critères, par période, pour l’écart des températures mesuré observé entre les appareils photographiques et les stations 
météorologiques selon la couverture nuageuse, l’appareil photographique utilisé et l’interaction des deux.
Le symbole « *** » indique une significativité statistique.



5.3. Environmental conditions surrounding time-lapse 
cameras

As shown in the previous section, unlike the three other cameras, 
the TAS 1 did not seem to be as affected as the three other 
cameras by solar irradiance. In fact, the TAS 1 camera showed 
lower coefficients of correlation (R) as well as lower coefficients of 
determination (R2) with soalr irradiance than the three other time-
lapse cameras. Furthermore, it tended to over-estimate temperature 
earlier in the year and with more intensity than the other cameras 
monitoring Tasiapik Valley. We believe that these differences in the 
performances of time-lapse cameras at temperature measurement 
might be partially explained by their close surroundings. Effectively, 
the TAS 1 camera is the only one that is positioned at the top of the 
cuesta relief, right above a thick layer of basalt, no where near any 
sorts of vegetation. The TAS 2 is located right between a cluster of 
basalt boulders that likely fell from the top of the cuesta during the 
regression of the Tyrell Sea and might have been transported further 
from the slope via sea and/or ice related processes such as ice rafting 

and ice pushing (Veilleux et al., 2019). The presence of large basalt 
boulders just below the TAS 2 camera might be an explanation of its 
poorer performances compared to the TAS 3 camera. On the other 
hand, the TAS 3 and TAS 4 cameras are located down the slope, 
near low shrubs zones that are currently in expansion throughout 
Nunavik (Tremblay, 2010; Tremblay et al., 2012; Ropars and 
Boudreau, 2012; Provencher-Nolet et al., 2014; Lemay et al., 2018).

The poorer performances of TAS 1 and TAS 2 cameras at 
temperature measurement might indeed be influenced by the 
reflective characteristics of the dark layer of basalt over which 
they are placed. McGreevy (1985) from his experiments on 
thermal properties of rocks and their possible implications on 
rock weathering, found that basalt experienced the highest surface 
temperatures in comparison with sandstone, granite, and chalk 
because of its low albedo. Based on the principle that darker rocks 
warm faster than light coloured rocks, Hall et al. (2005) lead an 
experiment using six bricks painted from black to white with a 
20% difference in brightness on each brick which enabled them to 
conclude that when air temperature is close or slightly above the 

Fig. 6 - Temperature deviations between time-lapse cameras and weather stations in response to the camera that was used and the sky conditions.
Fig. 6 - Écarts de température mesuré observés entre les appareils photographiques et les stations météorologiques en réponse à l’appareil photographique 
utilisé et la couverture nuageuse.



surface temperature of the rock, the theory of the darker rock being 
hotter held true, but that when air temperature was colder than 
the rock surface temperature, the darker rock was not the hottest 
one since it had to release more energy towards the air to warm it 
by convection and long-wave emissions (Hall et al., 2005). Thus, 
according to the results of Hall et al. (2005), there is a possibility 
that TAS 1 and TAS 2 cameras might be affected by the basalt being 
warmer than the surrounding air. Thus, by means of convection and 
long-wave emission, the basalt was trying to warm the colder air 
above, affecting the cameras accuracy at temperature measurement. 
Unfortunately, we did not have any data for the basalt layer and basalt 
boulders surface temperature for this study, but it is an avenue that 
we consider exploring in future research, still with the objective to 
better understand how we could benefit from the temperature data 
collected by time-lapse cameras in remote regions where weather 
stations are not always present. 

For the TAS 3 and TAS 4 cameras standing on the valley floor, 
Ropars and Boudreau (2012) found that shrub densification within 

the forest-tundra ecotone was significantly greater on sandy terraces 
than on hilltops but that both types of environments undergo 
increases in their shrub covers. Since the lower parts of Tasiapik Valley 
are constituted mostly of marine and littoral sediments (Lajeunesse 
and Allard, 2003, Lemieux et al., 2016; Fortier et al., 2020) resting 
on top of fluvio-glacial and glacial deposits (Hillaire-Marcel, 1976), 
the presence of shrubs on these sandy sediments near the cameras 
might have helped them register more accurately the temperature 
and more particularly during early spring. The presence of low 
shrubs could have contributed to absorb surrounding heat instead 
of reflecting it towards the cameras. The vegetation could then use 
this heat for photosynthetic purpose as opposed to the basalt layer at 
the top of the cuesta which absorbs the solar radiation to warm the 
surrounding air by releasing sensible heat and emission of longwave 
radiation. Still, these are hypotheses of why the cameras sitting on 
the valley floor performed better at temperature measurement than 
TAS 1 resting at the top of the cuesta and TAS 2 held in place by 
basalt boulders. These hypotheses need more work but are worth 

Fig. 7 - Daily mean deviations between air temperature registered on automatic time-lapse cameras and the corrected air temperature values from the 
weather stations.
A: In relationship with downwelling shortwave radiation from August 9th, 2017, to June 10th, 2018; B: Correlations between daily mean deviations and solar irradiance. Data Source: 
CEN (2020).

Fig. 7  - Valeurs d’écarts journalières entre les valeurs de températures enregistrées par les appareils photographiques automatisés et les stations 
météorologiques. 
A : En relation avec la radiation solaire incidente journalière moyenne entre le 9 aout 2017 et le 10 juin 2018 ; B : Corrélations entre les écarts moyens journaliers observés et la 
radiation incidente. Données Source : CEN (2020).



researching in near future for error modelling purposes. Moreover, 
it would be interesting in future work to install more captors in the 
cameras surrounding environment to attempt to better discern and 
quantify separately the effects of direct solar irradiation and those 
of the surrounding environment.

 5.4. Time-lapse cameras efficiency and problems observed

Throughout this study, we investigated if time-lapse cameras are 
efficient tools for temperature measurement in remote subarctic 
areas. Our data interpretation has clearly shown that early in the day 
and during late autumn and winter, time-lapse cameras are pretty 
accurate at temperature measurement and that they potentially 
could be a cost-effective alternative to the use of temperature data 
collected by further and onerous weather stations and climate 
monitoring systems. However, we noticed a trend that during the 
afternoon and especially in spring, the deviations between the 
temperature recorded by the cameras and the weather stations were 
sometimes very high.

It is then important to remain very careful if using temperature 
data registered by these types of time-lapse cameras, and more 
particularly in spring and in the afternoon. Automatic time-lapse 
cameras are often used in spring in northern regions because it is a 
critic period since the frequency of natural hazards such as snow-
avalanches (Vogel et al., 2012; Dreier et al., 2016; Gauthier et al., 
2017; Laute and Beylich, 2017; Veilleux et al., 2021; Loiseau, 2021), 
rockfall and landslides due to permafrost thawing (Buteau et al., 
2010; Lewkowicz and Way, 2019) and floods (Nilsson et al., 2015; 
Khalafzai et al., 2021) enhances. Spring is also a crucial time for 
wildlife (Mizel et al., 2017; Rattenbury et al., 2018; Ram et al., 2019) 
and vegetation growth (Westergaard-Nielsen et al., 2017; Krab et al., 
2018) in arctic and subarctic regions.

Accordingly, one of the main concerns we had with the use of 
time-lapse cameras as temperature measurement tool was their 
performances when Twsc were close to 0°C. Effectively we thought 
that the cameras might register false positive and/or false negative 
temperature values, expressing false snowmelt or false refreezing, 
which can be problematic when monitoring snow-avalanche 
dynamic like we are currently doing in northern Québec (Grenier 
et al., 2023). As it was shown throughout this study, the cameras 
performed quite well in winter, when temperature were largely 
and truly negative, and in late summer/early autumn when 
temperature were largely and truly positive, but what about when 
the temperature were close to 0°C? Our data analysis shows that 
about 6.2% of the total photographs that were taken throughout the 
study showed false positive values. As shown in Figure 8, these false 
positive values were mainly observed between the months of March 
through June. The month of May was overall the most problematic 
with 22.8% of Tcam that showed temperature value above 0°C whilst 
Twsc was below 0°C. These false positive might be problematic when 
it is time to evaluate the form of precipitations (snowfall/rainfall). 

A further analysis of the false-positive temperature values 
registered by Tcam throughout the study showed that the problem 
of false positive only occured from March to June. From August 
to February, the percentage of photographs that showed positive 
Tcam when Twsc was negative remained lower then 5% for all three 
cameras used (fig. 9). Starting in April, TAS 2 was the camera on 

Fig. 8 - Monthly percentage of the photographs taken by automatic time-
lapse cameras that showed false-positive temperature values between 
2017 and 2020.
Fig. 8 - Pourcentage mensuel des photographies prises par les appareils 
photographiques automatisés qui montraient des valeurs de températures 
positives alors que la station météorologique associée montrait une valeur 
de température négative au même moment entre 2017 et 2020.

Fig. 9 - Monthly percentage of the photographs taken by automatic time-
lapse cameras that showed false positive temperature values between 
2017 and 2020, by camera.
Fig. 9  - Pourcentage mensuel des photographies prises par les appareils 
photographiques automatisés qui montraient des valeurs de températures 
positives alors que la station météorologique associée montrait une valeur 
de température négative au même moment entre 2017 et 2020, pour chacun 
des appareils photographiques.

which the most false-positive temperature values were observed 
peaking at 26% in May (199 of the 775 pictures registered by TAS 2 
in May). Interestingly, Figure 9 also shows that TAS 1 and TAS 2 
were the cameras that provided the most pictures with false-positive 
temperature. Coincidentally, their greater exposition to solar 
irradiation as well as the basalt found in their close environmental 
surroundings as described earlier might have played a role in the 
recordings of warmer temperatures then shown by the weather 
stations.  

At this stage of the study, we were not able to propose a correction 
model for temperatures recorded by time-lapse cameras because 
additional parameters such as snow effects and nearby rock 
temperatures should be held in account. Thus, more work is needed 
before developing a correction model for temperature recorded via 
automatic time-lapse cameras, but we trust that they could serve as an 
affective low-cost alternative to the use of data from weather station 



systems that can be located as far as 100 km away when working in 
remote areas in the near future. The advantage of being located in-situ is 
not negligible when working in everchanging northern environments. 
Throughout the entire study, it was highlighted that a total of 62% of 
Tcam data was relevant, as the gap with real air temperature was less than 
± 2°C, further expressing the potential of such devices in remote area 
research.

6. Conclusion

This study enabled the assessment of the potential of automatic 
time-lapse cameras at temperature measurement by comparing data 
retrieved from photographs (Tcam) with data from two nearby weather 
stations located in a 5 km radius (Twsc) in Tasiapik Valley near Umiuaq, 
in Nunavik. Our results indicate that cameras performed quite well at 
temperature measurement from late August to the onset of February; 
the best performances (closest to 0°C deviations between Tcam and Twsc 
occurred early in the study periods (October to December). On the 
other hand, the weaker performances occurred late winter and spring 
(March and April), with severer flaws around the freezing point; these 
are clearly highlighted in this paper. Whenever in the year, time-lapse 
cameras were most accurate in the morning (at 09:00 AM and 10:00 
AM), while in the afternoon (from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM), they tended 
to over-estimate temperatures given by the weather stations. The 
correlation of our data (daily mean deviations of temperature observed 
between Tcam and Twsc) with 1) cloud coverage noted from each camera’s 
frame view and 2) daily mean downwelling shortwave radiation 
indicate that the over-estimation of temperatures by automatic time-
lapse cameras in Tasiapik Valley was greater under clear sky conditions 
and when mean downwelling shortwave radiation values were high, 
from February to June. Our work also highlights the potential of 
time-lapse cameras, which are worth a use to document, in addition 
to temperature values, the cloud coverage over regular periods of time 
which can be very important in the context of Earth’s radiative budget 
calculations and in climatological research purposes.
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Version abrégée en français

Les appareils photographiques à déclenchement automatiques, 
ou caméras automatiques, sont largement utilisés pour observer les 
processus liés à la neige et à la glace dans les régions froides, offrant 
des avantages tels que l’accessibilité à des terrains éloignés et la collecte 
continue de données sans perturber l’environnement. Équipées de 
capteurs thermiques, elles fournissent non seulement des informations 
visuelles mais également des données de température. Cependant, 
la fiabilité de la donnée de température ainsi enregistrée mérite 
d’être analysée. Les chercheurs s’appuient souvent sur des stations 
météorologiques éloignées pour obtenir des données météorologiques 
précises, ce qui pose des défis dans les régions reculées où les 
conditions d’isolement ne le permettent pas. Malgré leur utilisation 
répandue, la fiabilité des données de température provenant de ces 
appareils photographiques par rapport aux stations météorologiques 
reste largement inexplorée. Cette étude vise à identifier les différences 
de performance et à les quantifier, et à documenter les facteurs 
influençant la fiabilité des données de température proposées, pour 
évaluer l’efficacité des caméras automatiques dans la mesure de la 
température en comparant les données des photographies (Tcam) avec 
celles de stations météorologiques voisines (Twsc).

L’étude prend appui dans la vallée de Tasiapik, proche du village 
d’Umiujaq, au Nunavik (fig. 1). Son orientation est nord-ouest/sud-
est et les pentes sont croissantes de l’amont (environ 50 m de dénivelé) 
vers l’aval (environ 300  m). La région, dans la zone de pergélisol 
discontinu, est influencée par un microclimat lié aux cycles de gel 
et de dégel du lac Tasiujaq, maintenant une température annuelle 
moyenne inférieure à 0°C, avec 645 mm de précipitations annuelles, 



dont environ 40 % en neige.
Quatre appareils photographiques à déclenchement automatique 

Reconyx (tab. 1) ont été placés le long de la pente sud-ouest de la 
vallée (fig.  1). Environ 25  000 photos ont été prises entre 2017 et 
2020, analysées pour détecter les activités d’avalanche et étudier 
leur corrélation avec la couverture nuageuse et la température 
enregistrée. Les données de température proviennent de deux stations 
météorologiques automatiques, UMIROCA et VDTSILA (tab. 2), 
situées près de la vallée de Tasiapik. Pour comparer les données de 
température enregistrées par les caméras avec celles des stations 
météorologiques, nous avons appliqué un facteur de correction pour 
tenir compte des altitudes différentes (tab. 3). Nous avons utilisé le 
modèle de l’Atmosphère Standard International pour calculer les 
écarts de température liés à l’altitude (Talt) (tab. 3). Nous avons ensuite 
évalué la précision des caméras en considérant une déviation arbitraire 
de ± 2°C comme acceptable. La majorité des photos prises pendant 
les études montraient des températures proches de celles des stations 
météo, mais des écarts significatifs ont été observés au printemps. Au 
cours des périodes d’étude, les caméras ont montré des précisions 
variables (fig. 2), avec une tendance à être plus précises d’octobre à 
février. Cependant, à partir de mars, les écarts de température ont 
augmenté, avec une précision moins fiable en avril. Les résultats 
indiquent une meilleure précision des caméras en automne et en hiver 
par rapport au printemps.

Les comparaisons entre les données de température des caméras 
(tab. 4) et celles des stations météorologiques pour les périodes 2018-
2019 et 2019-2020 ont été répétées pour déterminer si les déviations 
moyennes calculées la première année étaient fortuites ou non. 
Les résultats détaillés pour ces périodes sont disponibles dans la 
section supplémentaire de cet article. Des tendances annuelles 
ont été observées dans la précision des appareils photographiques 
à déclenchement automatique pour la mesure de la température 
(fig. 3) ainsi que dans les périodes, mensuelle et horaire où ils ont le 
mieux et le moins bien fonctionné (fig. 4, tab. 5). Ces comparaisons 
s’avèrent pertinentes pour les études environnementales menées 
dans des régions éloignées. Une meilleure compréhension des 
paramètres affectant la mesure de la température par ces appareils 
pourrait conduire à un modèle de correction pour les données de 
température enregistrées par ces dernières. Ce modèle de correction 
pourrait être une alternative économique à l’installation de systèmes 
de surveillance climatique coûteux pour certains types de recherches 
et éviterait également aux chercheurs d’utiliser des données de 
température de stations météorologiques situées très loin de la zone 
d’étude. Par exemple, les performances optimales de Tcam sont restées 
assez constantes au début des périodes hivernales, tandis que les 
performances les plus faibles ont été observées plutôt au printemps. 
Quelle que soit l’année, l’heure à laquelle TAS 1 était le plus précis 
était toujours 09:00 AM, tandis que celle où ses performances étaient 
les plus faibles a changé. Les performances de TAS 2 ont montré des 
schémas assez similaires à celles de TAS 1, tandis que les performances 
de TAS 3 étaient meilleures en septembre et moins bonnes en avril et 
mai. TAS 4 a montré des résultats similaires aux autres caméras pour 
l’année où il était en fonction, avec de meilleures performances tôt le 
matin et une meilleure performance globale en octobre.

Cette étude révèle que les appareils photographiques à 
déclenchement automatique ont tendance à surestimer la 
température par rapport aux stations météorologiques de mars à 

juin, surtout l’après-midi (12h-15h), quel que soit leur emplacement 
dans la vallée de Tasiapik. Selon nos observations sur le terrain et nos 
interprétations des données, certains paramètres peuvent influencer 
la fiabilité des capteurs, notamment la couverture nuageuse (fig. 5, 
tab. 6), le rayonnement solaire incident, l’environnement entourant 
chaque caméra et leur exposition. L’impact de la couverture nuageuse 
a été examiné, montrant une tendance à surestimer la température 
par temps clair, avec des différences entre les caméras (fig. 6). De 
plus, une corrélation a été observée entre le rayonnement solaire 
incident et les écarts de température constatés entre Tcam et Twsc, avec 
des valeurs plus élevées de rayonnement solaire associées à une plus 
grande surestimation de la température par les caméras (fig. 7). 
Les conditions environnementales autour des caméras, comme la 
présence de basalte foncé et de végétation, ont également influencé 
leurs performances. Les caméras situées près du basalte ont tendance 
à surestimer la température, tandis que celles près de la végétation 
ont montré une meilleure précision. Malgré ces défis, les appareils 
photographiques à déclenchement automatique se sont avérés être des 
outils efficaces pour la mesure de la température, en particulier tôt le 
matin et en hiver. Cependant, il est essentiel de rester prudent lors de 
l’utilisation des données de température enregistrées par ces caméras, 
surtout au printemps et l’après-midi. Des recherches supplémentaires 
sont nécessaires pour élaborer un modèle de correction prenant en 
compte ces facteurs environnementaux afin d’optimiser l’utilisation 
des caméras à laps de temps dans les régions éloignées. Environ 62% 
des données de température sont jugées pertinentes, avec un écart de 
moins de ± 2°C par rapport à la température réelle, ce qui souligne le 
potentiel de ces appareils pour la recherche en zones reculées (jusque 
100% au cœur de l’hiver, 82% en avril) (fig. 8, 9).

Au final, cette étude a évalué l’efficacité des caméras automatiques 
dans la mesure de la température en comparant les données des 
photographies avec celles de stations météorologiques voisines dans la 
vallée de Tasiapik, au Nunavik. Les caméras ont bien fonctionné de fin 
août à début février, avec les meilleures performances entre octobre et 
décembre, mais ont montré des performances moindres en fin d’hiver 
et au printemps. Elles étaient plus précises le matin et tendaient à 
surestimer les températures l’après-midi. Nos résultats suggèrent 
également que la surestimation des températures par les caméras était 
plus prononcée sous un ciel dégagé et lorsque le rayonnement solaire 
est élevé, de février à juin. On le voit, la fiabilité des températures 
obtenues via les caméras automatiques n’est pas optimale; cependant, 
ce travail met en évidence le potentiel des appareils photographiques 
à déclenchement automatique pour pallier au manque de données de 
températures dans les zones isolées, très largement inexploitée jusqu’à 
présent, et pour documenter la couverture nuageuse, ce qui est crucial 
pour les calculs du bilan radiatif de la Terre et pour la recherche 
climatologique.

Supplementary material

1. The 2018-2019 period

Over summer 2018, the TAS 3 camera was moved further 
downstream. During this period, results were roughly similar 
than those from 2017-2018, as shown by the sinusoidal-like 
shape of the mean deviations curves presented in Figure 10. We 
observed mostly negative average deviations, which indicates that 



the cameras also over-estimated temperature between August 18th, 
2018, and June 19th, 2019. Moreover, the yearly mean deviations 
of all three cameras were closer to 0°C in comparison with the 
first year. Even though it had been repositioned within the valley 
area, the TAS 3 camera was again the camera that performed best 
overall, with a mean deviation of –0.8°C In contrast with the first 
year, the TAS 2 camera was the second most accurate camera 

(–2.0°C), while the TAS 1 camera followed closely (–2.2°C). 

1.1. Monthly scale

At the monthly scale, Tcam were more accurate from September 
to February alike on the previous year (fig. 11A). However, unlike 
on the first year, both TAS 1 and TAS 2 cameras performed best in 

Fig. 10 - Monthly mean deviation for the 
period 2018-2019, by hour, calculated between 
the corrected air temperature from weather 
stations and the automatic time-lapse 
cameras.
A negative mean deviation value indicates that the 
automatic time-lapse camera overestimated the air 
temperature value corrected from the weather station.

Fig. 1 - Moyennes mensuelles des écarts de 
températures pour la période 2018-2019, 
par heure, entre les températures corrigées 
des stations météorologiques et les appareils 
photographiques automatisés.
Une valeur négative de l’écart exprime une 
surestimation des températures faites par l’appareil 
photographique automatisé.

December rather than October, with respective mean deviations 
of –0.3°C and –0.5°C. The TAS 3 camera performed best in 
September and it again mostly under-estimated tem peratures 
from September to January despite its relocation. Standard 
deviation values were also at their lowest between August and 
February for all three cameras, remaining constantly lower than 
± 2.5°C (fig. 11B). 

Also consistent with the previous year, Tcam  were less accurate at 
the beginning of March, as mean deviation values rose to –4.0°C 
on average for TAS 1, –3.1°C for TAS 2, and –2.3°C for TAS 3. The 
accuracy of temperature measurements continued to decline in 
April, when all three cameras had poorer overall performances: 
–4.2°C (TAS 1), –5.5°C (TAS 2), and –3.5°C (TAS 3). From 
March to May, the greatest mean standard deviation values were 
observed, reaching a maximum of ± 3.8 in March for both TAS 
1 and TAS  2. Beginning in June, the accuracy of Tcam started to 
progressively improve, with mean deviations getting closer to 0°C, 
and the mean standard deviation values also.

1.2. Hourly scale

At the hourly scale, results were very similar to those observed 
in 2017-2018. The cameras were better at measuring temperature 
early in the day (9:00 AM - 11:00 AM) as compared to the afternoon 
(12:00 PM - 3:00 PM) (fig. 11C). Just like the previous year, cameras 
TAS 1 and TAS 2 performed better at 9:00 AM, respectively over-

estimating temperature. Moreover, both cameras improved at 
9:00 AM when compared to the first year’s data (improvement of 
0.5°C for TAS 1 and 0.4°C for TAS 2). The TAS 3 camera mostly 
under-estimated temperature between 9:00 AM and 10:00 AM, as 
shown by the positive mean deviation values. The mean deviation 
value was even closer to 0°C at 11:00 AM, when it generally over-
estimated temperature (–0.2°C). It was also between 9:00 AM and 
11:00 AM that mean standard deviation values were the lowest, 
with a minimum value of ± 1.5°C at 11:00 AM for the TAS 3 
camera (Figure 2D).

The most significant mean deviations were again observed 
during the afternoon for all three cameras. The hour at which 
TAS 1 camera was the least accurate at 1:00 PM which is an hour 
earlier than during the 2017-2018 period. Both the TAS 2 and TAS 
3 cameras were also less accurate an hour earlier than on the year 
before. They showed the greatest deviations at 2:00 PM, which 
contrasts with 3:00 PM in 2017-2018. The afternoon was also the 
period when mean standard deviation values peaked for all three 
cameras. 

2. The 2019-2020 period

At the beginning of October 2019, a fourth Reconyx Hyperfire 
PC 800 camera was added within the Tasiapik Valley area to 
document snow-avalanche events on another possible track 
(TAS 4). We compared Tcam recorded by this fourth camera with 



Twsc. No data was collected by the TAS 4 camera before October 6th, 
2019, at 4:00 PM. 

The results for the 2019-2020 study period were alike those of 
the two previous years. The sinusoidal-like shape of the mean 
deviation curves was again visible for every camera-station 
pairing (fig. 12). The yearly mean deviation between temperature 
registered by the cameras and the corrected temperature values 
from the weather stations was once again a negative value for every 
pairing, highlighting the fact that Tcam mostly over-estimate Twsc. 
The TAS 3 camera was the one that performed best at temperature 
measurement. TAS 2, TAS 1, and the newly installed TAS 4 cameras 
had mean deviations of –1.9°C, –2.0°C and –2.3°C respectively.

2.1. Monthly scale

Between September 1st 2019, and June 30th 2020, similar patterns 
than in the previous years were observed for the TAS 1, TAS 2 and 
TAS 3 cameras. In fact, Tcam were quite reliable from September to 
February, as the mean deviations remained mostly below ±  2°C 
(fig. 13A). During the 2019-2020 study period, the TAS 1 and 
TAS  4 cameras were most accurate in October, with respective 
average deviations of –0.1°C and –0.7°C with VDTSILA weather 
station. The TAS 3 camera performed better in September (+0.14°C 
deviation on average), while the TAS 2 camera had its best result 
in December, with a mean deviation of –0.4°C as compared to the 
VDTSILA station. It was also during the period from September to 
February that the lowest standard deviation values were observed, 
computed at ± 2.5 throughout this period (fig. 13B). 

In 2019-2020, Tcam became less accurate in March and this trend 
continued for the rest of this period. The TAS 3 camera tended 
to under-estimate temperature between October and February, as 
shown by the positive deviation values with the weather station, 
until it began to over-estimate them in March, which was also a 
notable characteristic during the previous years. All the cameras 
were the least accurate in April. The camera that was the least 
accurate overall was the TAS 2 camera, with an average deviation 
of –5.2°C, followed by TAS 4, with an average deviation of –4.5°C. 
The TAS 1 camera then followed with an average deviation of 
–4.0°C. The TAS 3 camera performed better than the three other 

cameras, with an average deviation of –3.3°C. The standard 
deviation values were greatest for TAS 2 (± 3.15), TAS 3 (± 2.60) and 
TAS 4 (± 2.23) in April, whereas the greatest standard deviation 
value was observed in February for the TAS 1 camera.

2.2. Hourly scale

During the 2019-2020 period, we observed that for all the four 
cameras Tcam  were better at before noon than in the afternoon 
(fig. 12C). In fact, before noon, the average deviation between Tcam 

and Twsc was generally below 2°C, except for the TAS 1 camera at 
11:00 AM (–2.1°C). Three of the four cameras performed best at 
09:00 AM. These were TAS 2 (average deviation of –0.7°C), TAS 1 
(average deviation of –1.1°C), and TAS 4 (average deviation of 
–1.2°C). The TAS 3 camera underestimated temperatures at 09:00 
AM (+0.9°C) and at 10:00 AM (+0.5°C), but performed best at 
11:00 AM, with an average deviation of –0.2°C in comparison with 
values from VDTSILA weather station. 

The greatest deviations in temperature measurements by cameras 
occurred during the afternoon for all four cameras. The TAS 1 
camera showed the greatest deviation at 1:00 PM and showed an 
average deviation of –2.4°C from the UMIROCA weather station. 
The TAS  2 camera had its worst performances at 3:00 PM, with 
an average deviation of –2.8°C. The TAS 3 camera’s greatest 
deviations from Twsc were also observed at 3:00 PM and 4:00 
PM, with average deviation of –1.6°C. The newly installed TAS 4 
camera also performed worse during the afternoon, especially at 
2:00 PM and 3:00 PM, with similar mean average deviations of 
–2.9°C. These negative deviation values reveal the tendency of Tcam 
to over-estimate temperature during the afternoon in comparison 
with data from the weather stations (fig.  13D) and confirm the 
observations of the two previous years. 

3. Impacts of downwelling shortwave radiation on 
the accuracy of time-lapse cameras at temperature 
measurement 2018-2019

Results of the period of 2018-2019 were very similar to those 
of the period 2017-2018, further highlighting the effects of solar 

Fig. 11 - Monthly and hourly mean 
deviations and mean standard deviations 
of air temperature registered by automatic 
time-lapse cameras in comparison with 
air temperature values corrected from the 
weather stations in 2018-2019.
A: Monthly mean deviations; B: Monthly mean 
standard deviations; C: Hourly mean deviations; D: 
Hourly mean standard deviations.

Fig. 11 - Écarts mensuels moyens, horaires 
moyens, et écarts-types relevés entre les 
valeurs de températures enregistrées par les 
appareils photographiques automatisés et les 
valeurs de températures corrigées des stations 
météorologiques en 2018-2019. 
A : Écarts mensuels moyens ; B : Écarts types mensuels 
; C : Écarts horaires moyens ; D : Écart type horaire.



irradiance on the precision of time-lapse cameras at temperature 
measurement (fig. 14A). 

Explicitly, during the first two months of the period, the mean 
downwelling shortwave values reached respectively 332 W/m2 in 
August, and 198 W/m2 in September. During these two months, 
all three cameras again over-estimated air temperatures with 
calculated mean deviation close to –2°C with Twsc. Thereafter and 
until late February, time-lapse were more precise at temperature 
measurement, being rarely more than 1.5°C over or under the air 
temperature given by weather stations. Again, Figure 14A shows 
the tendency of TAS 2 to over-estimate air temperature by the 
mainly negative values in winter, while it also depicts the tendency 
for TAS  3 to under-estimate air temperature as shown by mean 
deviation values above 0°C. 

From February to June 10th, 2019, time-lapse cameras almost 
exclusively over-estimated air temperature values highlighting 
again the importance of solar irradiance on their precision at 
temperature measurement. 

Coefficients of correlation (R) also showed strong negative 
correlation of –0.66 for the TAS 1 camera, –0.76 for the TAS 2 
camera, and –0.79 for the TAS 3 camera. Again, according to 
Cohen’s classification (1988) the TAS 1 camera showed a mid-
sized effect correlation with daily mean downwelling shortwave, 

the relationship was however a bit stronger than on the previous 
year (R2 = 0.45). Both TAS 2 and TAS 3 showed once again a great 
effect with daily mean downwelling shortwave (respective R2 of 
0.58 and 0.64) (fig. 14B). 

4. Impacts of downwelling shortwave radiation on 
the accuracy of time-lapse cameras at temperature 
measurement 2019-2020

The 2019-2020 period data also displayed similar patterns the 
two previous periods, increasing the probability that the effects of 
solar irradiation on the precision of time-lapse cameras to measure 
temperature might not be related to aleatory circumstances 
(fig. 15A). 

During the late autumn and winter months (October to 
February), when daily mean downwelling shortwave radiation 
values are at the lowest, the time-lapse cameras were again most 
accurate at temperature measurement since the mean deviation 
values remained close to 0°C and only rarely were more than 
2°C. Furthermore, the tendency for the TAS 3 time-lapse camera 
to under-estimate air temperature values in comparison with 
VDTSILA is still visible by the red line being most of the time over 
0°C (fig. 15A). 

Fig. 12 - Monthly mean deviation for the 
period 2019-2020, by hour, calculated 
between the corrected air temperature from 
weather stations and the automatic time-lapse 
cameras.
A negative mean deviation value indicates that the 
automatic time-lapse camera overestimated the air 
temperature value corrected from the weather station.

Fig. 12 - Moyennes mensuelles des écarts de 
températures pour la période 2019-2020, 
par heure, entre les températures corrigées 
des stations météorologiques et les appareils 
photographiques automatisés. 
Une valeur négative de l’écart exprime une 
surestimation des températures faites par l’appareil 
photographique automatisé. 



Fig. 13 - Monthly and hourly mean 
deviations and mean standard deviations 
of air temperature registered by automatic 
time-lapse cameras in comparison with 
air temperature values corrected from the 
weather stations in 2019-2020.
A: Monthly mean deviations; B: Monthly mean 
standard deviations; C: Hourly mean deviations; 
D: Hourly mean standard deviations.

Fig. 13 - Écarts mensuels moyens, horaires 
moyens, et écarts-types relevés entre les 
valeurs de températures enregistrées 
par les appareils photographiques 
automatisés et les valeurs de températures 
corrigées des stations météorologiques en 
2019-2020. 
A  : Écarts mensuels moyens ; B  : Écarts types 
mensuels ; C : Écarts horaires moyens ; D : Écarts 
type horaires (D)

Fig. 14 - Daily mean deviations between air temperature registered on automatic time-lapse cameras and the corrected air temperature values 
from the weather stations in relationship with downwelling shortwave from August 9th, 2018, to June 10th, 2019 (A); Correlations between daily 
mean deviations and daily mean downwelling shortwave (B). Data Source: CEN (2020).
Fig. 14 - Valeurs d’écarts journalières entre les valeurs de températures enregistrées par les appareils photographiques automatisés et les stations 
météorologiques en relation avec la radiation solaire incidente journalière moyenne entre le 9 aout 2018 et le 10 juin 2019 (A) ; Corrélations entre 
les écarts moyens journaliers observés et la radiation incidente (B). Données Source : CEN (2020).



Coefficients of correlation (R) again all showed strong negative 
correlation. The coefficients were respectively of –0.67 for the 
TAS 1 camera, –0.77 for the TAS 2 camera, –0.82 for the TAS 3 
camera, and –0.78 for the TAS 4 camera. Once again according to 
Cohen’s classification (1988) of coefficients of determination (R2), 
the TAS 1 camera showed a mid-sized effect correlation with daily 

mean downwelling shortwave (R2 = 0.46) (fig. 15B). Both TAS 2 
and TAS  3 showed great effect with daily mean downwelling 
shortwave radiation for the third consecutive period (respective 
R2 of 0.59 and 0.68). The TAS 4 camera also showed great effect 
with an R2 of 0.61.

Fig. 15 - Daily mean deviations between air temperature registered on automatic time-lapse cameras and the corrected air temperature values from 
the weather stations in relationship with downwelling shortwave from September 1st, 2019, to June 30th, 2020 (A); Correlations between daily mean 
deviations and daily mean downwelling shortwave radiation (B) Data Source: CEN (2020).
Fig. 15 - Valeurs d’écarts journalières entre les valeurs de températures enregistrées par les appareils photographiques automatisés et les stations 
météorologiques en relation avec la radiation solaire incidente journalière moyenne entre le 1er septembre 2019 et le 30 juin 2020 (A) ; Corrélations entre 
les écarts moyens journaliers observés et la radiation incidente (B). Données Source : CEN (2020).


